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Abstract
We present an approach to text simplifi-
cation based on synchronous dependency
grammars. The higher level of abstraction
afforded by dependency representations
allows for a linguistically sound treatment
of complex constructs requiring reorder-
ing and morphological change, such as
conversion of passive voice to active. We
present a synchronous grammar formalism
in which it is easy to write rules by hand
and also acquire them automatically from
dependency parses of aligned English and
Simple English sentences. The grammar
formalism is optimised for monolingual
translation in that it reuses ordering infor-
mation from the source sentence where ap-
propriate. We demonstrate the superiority
of our approach over a leading contempo-
rary system based on quasi-synchronous
tree substitution grammars, both in terms
of expressivity and performance.
1 Introduction
Text simplification is sometimes defined as the
process of reducing the grammatical and lexi-
cal complexity of a text, while still retaining the
original information content and meaning. The
main goal of simplification is to make informa-
tion more accessible to the large numbers of peo-
ple with reduced literacy. The National Lit-
eracy Trust (http://www.literacytrust.org.uk) esti-
mates that one in six adults in the UK have poor
literacy skills. The situation is often worse in de-
veloping countries. Aluı´sio et al. (2008) report
that 68% of Brazilians between 15 and 64 years
who have studied up to 4 years only reach the rudi-
mentary level of literacy, and even among those
who have studied for 8 years, only a quarter can
be considered fully literate. While there is a large
body of evidence that manual text simplification
is an effective intervention (Anderson and Free-
body, 1981; L’Allier, 1980; Beck et al., 1991;
Anderson and Davison, 1988; Linderholm et al.,
2000; Kamalski et al., 2008), there has till recently
been little work on automatic simplification. The
pace of research has picked up in recent years
though, with many teams applying machine trans-
lation approaches to perform “monolingual trans-
lation” from English to simplified English. The
goals of this paper are to (1) identify the limita-
tions of recently published approaches to text sim-
plification with regard to their coverage of linguis-
tic constructs, (2) to describe an approach based
on synchronous grammars operating on typed de-
pendency representations that permits a more so-
phisticated handling of many linguistic constructs,
and (3) to present a hybrid system that combines a
small set of hand written grammar rules for purely
syntactic constructs with a much larger set of auto-
matically acquired rules for lexicalised constructs
in one synchronous formalism.
We summarise work on text simplification in
Section 2, before describing our method in Sec-
tion 3 and presenting our results in Section 4.
2 Related work
There are two largely distinct bodies of work on
automatic text simplification – those that use hand-
crafted rules, and those that apply machine trans-
lation approaches.
2.1 Hand-crafted text simplification systems
The first body of work uses hand-crafted rules
to perform syntactic simplification operations
(e.g., splitting coordinated and subordinated
clauses, and disembedding apposition and relative
clauses). Some early systems (Chandrasekar et
al., 1996; Siddharthan, 2002) used flat represen-
tations (chunked and part-of-speech tagged text).
More commonly, text simplification systems use
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hand crafted rules that apply to hierarchical rep-
resentations, including constituency-based parses
(Canning, 2002; Candido Jr et al., 2009; De Belder
and Moens, 2010) and dependency parses (Bott et
al., 2012; Siddharthan, 2010; Siddharthan, 2011).
For languages without corpora of simplified texts,
hand crafted systems are typically the only avail-
able alternative.
2.2 Text simplification as monolingual
translation
Recent years have seen the increased application
of machine translation approaches to text simpli-
fication, often referred to as “monolingual transla-
tion”, and driven by the new availability of cor-
pora of simplified texts such as Simple English
Wikipedia (SEW).
Wubben et al. (2012) and Coster and Kauchak
(2011) apply Phrase Based Machine Translation
(PBMT) to the task of text simplification. PMBT
can only perform a small set of simplification op-
erations, such as lexical substitution, deletion and
simple paraphrase. They are not well suited for
reordering or splitting operations. Specifically,
the syntactic simplification operations that hand-
crafted systems focus on are out of scope.
Zhu et al. (2010) in contrast present an approach
based on syntax-based SMT (Yamada and Knight,
2001). Their translation model encodes proba-
bilities for four specific rewrite operations on the
parse trees of the input sentences: substitution, re-
ordering, splitting, and deletion. Splitting is en-
coded as two probabilities: A segmentation table
stores probabilities of sentence splitting at particu-
lar words (e.g., which). A completion table stores
probabilities of the splitting word to be deleted
from the translation, and for the governing phrase
to be inserted to complete the sentence. This al-
lows the translation model to handle constructs
such as relative clauses and apposition.
Dras (1999) was the first to apply synchronous
grammars to monolingual tasks. His approach is
to map between two TAG grammars using a Gen-
eralised Synchronous TAG formalism, and to use
Integer Programming to generate a text that sat-
isfies the externally imposed constraints (such as
length or readability) using minimal paraphras-
ing. Woodsend and Lapata (2011) further de-
velop this line of research. Their model is based
on quasi-synchronous grammar (Smith and Eis-
ner, 2006) and integer linear programming. Quasi-
synchronous grammars, like the Generalised Syn-
chronous TAGs of Dras (1999), aims to relax
the isomorphism constraints of synchronous gram-
mars, in this case by generating a loose alignment
between parse trees. The Woodsend and Lapata
(2011) model is trained on two different datasets:
one containing alignments between sentences in
Wikipedia and English Simple Wikipedia, and one
containing alignments between edits in the revi-
sion history of Simple Wikipedia. The latter per-
forms best in their study, and also achieves bet-
ter scores than the Zhu et al. (2010) system, both
when evaluated using BLEU, and on human eval-
uations of simplicity, grammaticality and meaning
preservation. We will directly compare our ap-
proach to Woodsend and Lapata (2011), as this is
the best performing contemporary system that has
the same linguistic scope as ours.
2.3 Formalisms and linguistic coverage
The systems summarised above differ primarily
in the level of linguistic knowledge they encode.
PBMT systems use the least knowledge, and as
such are ill equipped to to handle simplifications
that require morphological changes, syntactic re-
ordering or sentence splitting.
Syntax based approaches use syntactic knowl-
edge. However, both Zhu et al. (2010) and Wood-
send and Lapata (2011) use the Stanford Parser
(Klein and Manning, 2003) for syntactic structure,
and this representation lacks morphological infor-
mation. This means that some simplification op-
erations such as voice conversion are not handled
well. For example, to simplify “trains are liked by
John” to “John likes trains”, besides deleting aux-
iliaries and reordering the arguments of the verb
“like”, the verb also needs to agree in number with
the new subject (“John”), and take the tense of the
auxiliary verb (“are”).
The grammar acquisition process leads to fur-
ther problems. From an aligned pair “John, who
was tired, went to sleep.” and “John was tired. He
went to sleep.”, systems would learn a simplifica-
tion rule that introduces the pronoun “He”. The
governing syntax for this rule is the verb “went”;
hence, “Susan, who was tired, went to sleep.”
might later get simplified as “Susan was tired. He
went to sleep.”.
Hand-crafted systems have an advantage here.
Such systems would typically use rules that du-
plicate the noun phrase, generating “John was
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tired. John went to sleep.” and “Susan was
tired. Susan went to sleep.” Systems such as Sid-
dharthan (2011) use transformation rules that en-
code morphological changes as well as deletions,
re-orderings, substitutions and sentence splitting,
and are well suited to handle the voice conversion
example above. On the other hand, hand-crafted
systems are limited in scope to syntactic simplifi-
cation. While purely syntactic rules can be written
manually, there are too many lexico-syntactic and
lexical simplifications to enumerate by hand.
In this paper, we present a hybrid text simpli-
fication system that combines manually written
synchronous grammars for common syntactic sim-
plifications with a much larger automatically ac-
quired synchronous grammar for lexicalised con-
structs. Our framework, using dependency repre-
sentations, is better suited to text simplification.
We demonstrate that the higher level of abstrac-
tion in dependency parses allows for linguistically
correct rules for complex operations such as voice
conversion, while also providing a better model of
context for lexical simplification.
3 Method
We describe a text simplification system that uses
a synchronous grammar defined over typed depen-
dencies. We demonstrate that this has specific ad-
vantages over previous work on text simplifica-
tion: (1) it allows for better linguistic modelling
of simplification operations that require morpho-
logical changes, (2) the higher level of abstraction
makes it easy to write and read grammar rules;
thus common syntactic operations (such as con-
version of passive to active voice) can be handled
in this framework through accurate hand-written
rules, and (3) It is easier and more elegant to au-
tomatically acquire a synchronous grammar from
data, compared to synchronous grammars based
on constituency-parses. In this section we de-
scribe our framework and text simplification sys-
tem in more detail; then, in section 4, we report an
evaluation that compares our system against a hu-
man simplification and the Woodsend and Lapata
(2011) system.
3.1 Synchronous dependency insertion
grammars
Ding and Palmer (2005) introduce the notion of
a Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammar
(SDIG) as a tree substitution grammar defined on
dependency trees. They define elementary trees
(ETs) to be sub-sentential dependency structures
containing one or more lexical items. The SDIG
formalism assumes that the isomorphism of the
two syntactic structures is at the ET level, thus al-
lowing for non-isomorphic tree to tree mapping
at the sentence level. We base our approach to
text simplification on SDIGs, but the formalism
is adapted for the monolingual task, and the rules
are written in a formalism that is suited to writ-
ing rules by hand as well as automatically acquir-
ing rules from aligned sentences. Our system fol-
lows the architecture proposed in Ding and Palmer
(2005), reproduced in Fig. 1. In this paper, we
will present the ET Transfer component as a set of
transformation rules. The rest of Section 3 will fo-
cus on the linguistic knowledge we need to encode
in these rules, the method for automatic acquisi-
tion of rules from a corpus of aligned sentences,
and the generation process.
Input Sentence −→ Dependency Parse −→ Source ETs
↓
ET Transfer
↓
Output Sentences ←− Generation ←− Target ETs
Figure 1: System Architecture
3.2 Extracting synchronous grammars from
aligned sentences
To acquire a synchronous grammar from depen-
dency parses of aligned English and simple En-
glish sentences, we just need to identify the dif-
ferences. For example, consider two aligned sen-
tences from the aligned corpus described inWood-
send and Lapata (2011):
1. (a) Also, lichen fungi can reproduce sexu-
ally, producing spores.
(b) Also, lichen fungi can reproduce sexu-
ally by producing spores.
An automatic comparison of the dependency
parses for the two sentences (using the Stanford
Parser, and ignoring punctuation for ease of pre-
sentation) reveals that there are two typed depen-
dencies that occur only in the parse of the first sen-
tence, and two that occur only in the parse of the
second sentence (in italics):
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reproduce
xcomp
producing
dobj
spores
reproduce
prep by
spores
amod
producing
Figure 2: Transduction of Elementary Trees (ETs)
1. (a) 1. (b)
advmod(reproduce, Also) advmod(reproduce, Also)
nn(fungi, lichen) nn(fungi, lichen)
nsubj(reproduce, fungi) nsubj(reproduce, fungi)
aux(reproduce, can) aux(reproduce, can)
advmod(reproduce,sexually) advmod(reproduce,sexually)
xcomp(reproduce,producing) amod(spores,producing)
dobj(producing, spores) prep by(reproduce, spores)
Thus, to convert the first sentence into the sec-
ond, we need to delete two dependencies and in-
troduce two others. The rule contains variables
(?Xn), which can be forced to match certain words
in square brackets:
RULE: PRODUCING2BY PRODUCING
1. DELETE
(a) xcomp(?X0[reproduce], ?X1[producing])
(b) dobj(?X1[producing], ?X2[spores])
2. INSERT
(a) amod(?X2, ?X1)
(b) prep by(?X0, ?X2)
By collecting such rules, we can produce
a meta-grammar that can translate dependency
parses in one language (English) into the other
(simplified English). The rule above will trans-
late “reproduce, producing spores” to “reproduce
by producing spores”. This rule is alternatively
shown as a transduction of elementary trees in Fig.
2. Such deletion and insertion operations are cen-
tral to text simplification, but a few other opera-
tions are also needed to avoid broken dependency
links in the Target ETs (cf. Fig. 1).
Consider lexical simplification; for example,
where the word “extensive” is replaced by “big”,
resulting in one amod relation being deleted and
a new one inserted. Now, a third list is automat-
ically created when a variable (?X1) is present in
the DELETE list but not the INSERT list. This
is a command to move any other relations (edges)
involving the node ?X1 to the newly created node
?X2, and ensures correct rule application in new
contexts where there might be additional relations
involving the deleted word.
RULE: EXTENSIVE2BIG
1. DELETE
(a) amod(?X0[network], ?X1[extensive])
2. INSERT
(a) amod(?X0, ?X2[big])
3. NODE OPERATION
(a) MOVE: ?X1 −→ ?X2
We also apply a process of generalisation, so
that a single rule can be created from multiple
instances in the training data. For example, if
the modifier “extensive” has been simplified to
“big” in the context of a variety of words in the
?X0 position, this can be represented succinctly
as “?X0[networks, avalanches, blizzard, contro-
versy]”. Note that this list provides valid lexical
contexts for application of the rule. If the word
is seen in sufficient contexts, we make it universal
by removing the list. An example of a generalised
rule follows:
RULE: *2BIG
1. DELETE
(a) amod(?X0, ?X1[extensive, large, massive, siz-
able, major, powerful, unprecedented, devel-
oped, giant])
2. INSERT
(a) amod(?X0, ?X2[big])
3. NODE OPERATION
(a) MOVE: ?X1 −→ ?X2
This rule states that any of the words in “[ex-
tensive, large, massive, sizable, major, power-
ful, unprecedented, developed, giant]” can be re-
placed by “big” in any lexical context ?X0; i.e.,
these words are not ambiguous. We acquire rules
such as the above automatically, filtering out rules
that involve syntactic constructs that we require
manually-written rules for (relative clauses, appo-
sition, coordination and subordination). We have
extracted 3180 rules from SEW revision histories
and aligned SEW-EW sentence pairs. From the
same data, Woodsend and Lapata (2011) extract
1431 rules, but these include rules for deletion,
as well as for purely syntactic sentence splitting.
The 3180 rules we derive are only lexical simpli-
fications or simple paraphrases. We do not per-
form deletion operations, and use manually writ-
ten rules for sentence splitting rules
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Our approach allows for the encoding of local
lexico-syntactic context for lexical simplification.
Only if a simplification is seen in many contexts
do we generalise the rule by relaxing the lexi-
cal context. We consider this a better solution to
that implemented in Woodsend and Lapata (2011),
who have to discard lexical rules that are only seen
once, because they do not model lexical context.
3.3 Manual grammars for common syntactic
cases
In addition to the automatically acquired grammar
as described above, our system uses a small hand
crafted grammar for common syntactic simplifica-
tions. As discussed earlier, these rules are diffi-
cult to learn from corpora, as difficult morphology
and tense manipulations would have to be learnt
from specific instances seen in a corpus. In prac-
tice, it is easy enough to code these rules correctly.
We have 26 hand-crafted rules for apposition, rel-
ative clauses, and combinations of the two. A fur-
ther 85 rules handle subordination and coordina-
tion. These are greater in number because they
are lexicalised on the conjunction. 11 further rules
cover voice conversion from passive to active. Fi-
nally, we include 14 rules to standardise quota-
tions; i.e., reduce various constructs for attribution
to the form “X said: Y.” Performing this step al-
lows us to simplify constructs embedded within
quotations - another case that is not handled well
by existing systems. One of the rules for convert-
ing passive to active voice is shown below:
RULE: PASSIVE2ACTIVE
1. DELETE
(a) nsubjpass(?X0, ?X1)
(b) auxpass(?X0, ?X2)
(c) agent(?X0, ?X3)
2. INSERT
(a) nsubj(?X0, ?X3)
(b) dobj(?X0, ?X1)
3. NODE OPERATIONS
(a) AGR-TENSE: ?X0←− ?X2
(b) AGR-NUMBER: ?X0←− ?X3
The rule specifies that the node ?X0 should in-
herit the tense of ?X2 and agree in number with
?X3. This rule correctly captures the morpholog-
ical changes required for the verb, something not
achieved by the other systems discussed in Sec-
tion 2. The dependency representation makes such
linguistic constraints easy to write by hand. How-
ever, we are not yet in a position to learn such
constraints automatically. Our argument is that a
small number of grammar rules need to be coded
carefully by hand to allow us to express the diffi-
cult syntactic constructions, while we can harvest
large grammars for local paraphrase operations in-
cluding lexical substitution.
3.4 Elementary tree transfer
In this work we apply the simplification rules ex-
haustively to the dependency parse; i.e., every rule
for which the DELETE list is matched is applied
iteratively. As an illustration, consider:
The cat was chased by a dog that was
barking.
det(cat-2, The-1)
nsubjpass(chased-4, cat-2)
auxpass(chased-4, was-3)
det(dog-7, a-6)
agent(chased-4, dog-7)
nsubj(barking-10, dog-7)
aux(barking-10, was-9)
rcmod(dog-7, barking-10)
Two rules match; the first simplifies relative
clauses:
RULE: RELATIVECLAUSE
1. DELETE
(a) rcmod(??X0, ??X1)
(b) nsubj(??X1, ??X0)
2. INSERT
(a) nsubj(??X1, ??X0)
This rule removes the embedding “rcmod” re-
lation, when there is a subject available for the
verb in the relative clause. Then we apply the rule
to convert passive to active voice, as described in
Section 3.3. Following these two rule applications,
we are left with the following list of dependencies:
det(cat-2, The-1)
dobj(chased-4, cat-2)
det(dog-7, a-6)
nsubj(chased-4, dog-7)
aux(barking-10, was-9)
nsubj(barking-10, dog-7)
This list now represents two trees with chased
and barking as root nodes:
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chased
dobj nsubj
cat
det
dog
det
the a
barking
aux nsubj
was dog
det
a
3.5 Generating from typed dependency
representations
Generating from constituency-based parse trees is
trivial, in that leaf nodes need to be output in the
order processed by a depth first LR search. The
higher level of abstraction of dependency repre-
sentations makes generation more complicated, as
the dependencies abstract away from constituent
ordering and word morphology. One option is to
use an off the shelf generator; however, this does
not work well in practice; e.g., Siddharthan (2011)
found that misanalyses by the parser can result in
unacceptable word and constituent orders in the
generated texts. In the system described here,
we follow the generation-light approach adopted
by Siddharthan (2011). We reuse the word or-
der from the input sentence as a default, and the
synchronous grammar encodes any changes in or-
dering. For example, in Rule PASSIVE2ACTIVE
above, we include a further specification:
4 Traversal Order Specifications
(a) Node ?X0: [?X3, ?X0, ?X1]
This states that for node ?X0, the traversal order
should be subtree ?X3 followed by current node
?X0 followed by subtree ?X1. Using this specifi-
cation would allow us to traverse the tree using the
original word order for nodes with no order speci-
fication, and the specified order where a specifica-
tion exists. In the above instance, this would lead
us to simplify “The cat is chased by the dogs” to
“the dogs chase the cat”. Details of the genera-
tion process can be found elsewhere (Siddharthan,
2011, for example), but to summarise, the gen-
light approach implemented here uses four lists:
1. DELETE: List of relations to delete.
2. INSERT: List of relations to insert.
3. ORDERING: List of nodes with subtree order specified
4. NODE-OPERATIONS: List of morphological changes
and deletion operations on nodes.
At present the automatically harvested rules do
not encode morphological changes. They do how-
ever encode reordering information, which is auto-
matically detected from the relative word positions
in the original and simplified training sentences.
4 Evaluation
We performed a manual evaluation of how fluent
and simple the text produced by our simplifica-
tion system is, and the extent to which it preserves
meaning. We use the evaluation set previously
used by Woodsend and Lapata (2011), Zhu et al.
(2010) and Wubben et al. (2012). This consists
of 100 sentences from English Wikipedia, aligned
with Simple English Wikipedia (SEW) sentences.
Previous work report various automatic measures,
including BLEU and readability metrics such as
the Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level Index (FKGL).
None of these have been validated for the auto-
matic text simplification task, however, and we
prefer to conduct an evaluation with human raters.
Our system (henceforth, HYBRID) is compared
to QTSG (the system by Woodsend and Lapata
(2011) that learns a quasi-synchronous grammar
from the same data as the automated component
of HYBRID), and the manual gold standard SEW.
We selected the first 25 sentences from the evalu-
ation set for which both QTSG and HYBRID had
performed at least one simplification1 . Five hu-
man raters2 were shown sets containing the origi-
nal Wikipedia sentence, followed by QTSG, HY-
BRID and SEW in a randomised order. For each
such set, they were asked to rate each simplified
version for fluency, simplicity and the extent to
which it preserved the meaning of the original, us-
ing a Likert scale of 1–5, where 1 is totally un-
usable output, and 5 is output that is perfectly
usable. The results are shown in Table 1. Our
HYBRID system outperforms QTSG on all three
metrics, and is comparable to the SEW version.
Raters R1–3 provide very similar ratings, while
R4–5 demonstrate a greater preference for the HY-
BRID system relative to the SEW. The HYBRID
system performs best on meaning preservation (in
136 sentences were considered and 11 sentences were ex-
cluded in this process. QTSG did not simplify 3 sentences
and HYBRID as many as 9, as it does not perform compres-
sion operations. One sentence was left unchanged by both
systems.
2R1–R4 are Computational Linguists, while R5 is a doc-
toral student in Public Health Communication. None of them
are connected with this research, and none of them have pre-
viously seen the output of text simplification systems.
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Rater FLUENCY SIMPLICITY MEANING PRESERVATION
QTSG HYBRID SEW QTSG HYBRID SEW QTSG HYBRID SEW
R1 2.60 4.44 4.60 3.04 3.88 4.36 3.16 4.68 4.24
R2 3.08 4.24 4.52 3.20 4.08 4.48 3.28 4.76 4.36
R3 2.40 4.20 4.68 3.12 3.80 4.44 2.96 4.52 3.80
R4 2.32 3.88 3.48 2.92 3.44 3.44 2.72 4.52 3.56
R5 2.00 3.44 3.48 2.00 3.52 3.56 2.48 4.52 3.84
Mean 2.48 4.04 4.15 2.85 3.74 4.05 2.92 4.60 3.96
Median 2 4 4 3 4 4 3 5 4
Table 1: Results of human evaluation with five raters R1–R5. QTSG is the system by Woodsend and
Lapata (2011). HYBRID is the system described in this paper, with manual and automatically acquired
rules. SEW is the human generated simplification from Simple English Wikipedia. All differences in
means for Simplicity and Meaning Preservation are significant (p < 0.001; t-test). For Fluency, HYBRID
and SEW are significantly better than QTSG (p < 0.001; t-test).
large part because it is the only version that does
not delete information through sentence compres-
sion).
Table 2 shows some examples of simplifications
from the evaluation dataset, along with their av-
erage scores for fluency, simplicity and meaning
preservation. These examples have been selected
to help interpret the results in Table 1. QTSG fre-
quently generates fragments (“Komiyama is a.”,
etc.), likely through incorrect splitting rules in the
grammar; this is penalised heavily by the raters.
The HYBRID system uses manually written rules
for sentence splitting and is more robust in this re-
gard. This is confirmed by looking at standard de-
viations of ratings. For fluency, QTSG has sd =
1.41, almost twice that of HYBRID (sd = .76).
A similar trend is observed for meaning preserva-
tion, where QTSG has sd = 1.29, compared to
sd = .68 for HYBRID.
QTSG does perform very elegant compressions
in some cases; this is a strength of that system.
Our system aims to preserve meaning, which it
does rather well. However, this is is not neces-
sarily a valid objective. Perhaps future evalua-
tions should distinguish between modifying infor-
mation in misleading ways (undesirable) and re-
moving peripheral information (desirable). It is
clear that the latter, done well, is useful and will
be addressed in future work.
An error analysis shows that the main cause
of errorful output for our system is parser errors,
particularly mistakes in relative clause attachment
and clause boundary identificaton. Methods such
as those in Siddharthan (2003b) can be used to im-
prove parser performance on these tasks.
Finally, this work and the cited related work
only investigate sentence-level text simplification.
There are various discourse level effects that also
need to be considered when simplifying larger
texts, including sentence ordering (Barzilay et
al., 2002; Siddharthan, 2003a; Barzilay and La-
pata, 2008), discourse connectives (Siddharthan
and Katsos, 2010) and anaphora choice (Nenkova
et al., 2005; Siddharthan et al., 2011).
5 Conclusions
We have presented a framework for text sim-
plification based on synchronous grammars over
typed dependency representations. Our HYBRID
system, that uses hand-written rules for common
syntactic simplifications, and automatically har-
vested rules for a much larger set of lexicalised
simplifications is more robust than a similar sys-
tem based on quasi-synchronous tree substitution
grammars, outperforming it in terms of fluency,
simplicity and meaning preservation. By abstract-
ing away from constituent ordering and morpho-
logical variations, our approach allows for lin-
guistically sound rules to be written for complex
lexico-syntactic transformations, including pas-
sive to active voice. In the version of the system
described and evaluated here, changes to morphol-
ogy and constituent ordering are specified within
the rules. Alternately, an off the shelf surface re-
aliser could be used to generate from the depen-
dency representation.
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miles away. This is
because the railway
between Burton and
Leicester now carries
only freight. The
railway lost its passen-
ger service under the
Beeching Plan in the
1960s.
The nearest railway
station is Burton upon
Trent which is five
miles away.
F=4.2, S=3.6, M=4.6 F=4.4, S=3.8, M=5 F=4, S=4, M=2.2
Since December 2005
it has also been a can-
didate for joining the
European Union and
has applied for NATO
membership.
Since December 2005,
it is a candidate for
joining the European
Union.
Since December 2005
it has also been a
candidate for joining
the European Union.
And it has applied for
NATO membership.
Since December 2005
it has also been a can-
didate for joining the
European Union. It
has applied for NATO
membership.
F=4, S=4.2, M=3.6 F=4.2, S=4, M=4.8 F=4.2, S=4, M=4.8
Although most Irish
political parties recog-
nize his contribution
to the foundation of
the modern Irish state,
supporters of Fine
Gael hold his memory
in particular esteem,
regarding him as their
movement’s founding
father, through his
link to their pre-
cursor Cumann na
nGaedhael.
The modern Irish
state watch. Most
Irish political parties
recognize his contri-
bution to foundation.
Supporters of Gael
hold his memory in
particular esteem,
regarding him as their
movement’s founding
father, through his
link to their pre-
cursor Cumann na
nGaedhael.
Supporters of Fine
Gael hold his mem-
ory in very esteem,
regarding him as their
movement’s founding
father, through his
link to their precursor
Cumann na nGaed-
hael. But, all Irish
political parties recog-
nize his contribution
to the foundation of
the modern Irish state.
Most Irish politi-
cal parties think his
contributions were
important to make
the modern Irish
state. Members and
supporters of Fine
Gael remember him
in particular as one
of the founders of
their movement, or its
predecessor Cumann
na nGaedhael.
F=2.6, S=3.2, M=3.8 F=3.4, S=3.6, M=4.2 F=3.6, S=3.4, M=4.6
Table 2: Examples of simplifications from the test set, along with average scores for (F)luency,
(S)implicity and (M)eaning Preservation. 729
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